OPEN CAMPUS BLOCK PROGRAM
Design the ultimate study abroad experience
THE MOST FLEXIBLE, AFFORDABLE STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCE

Choose from 14 Global Institutes to study abroad on the Open Campus Block Program

CIEE’s Open Campus Block Program invites students to study at one, two, or three Global Institutes during one, two, or three blocks for an unparalleled academic adventure.

- Berlin, Germany
- Buenos Aires, Argentina
- Cape Town, South Africa
- Copenhagen, Denmark
- London, England
- Madrid, Spain
- Monteverde, Costa Rica
- Paris, France
- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
- Rome, Italy
- Santiago, Chile
- Shanghai, China
- Sydney, Australia
- Yucatán, Mexico

* Our newest locations

Mobile
Moving to a new Global Institute after each block immerses you in a valuable comparative learning experience no classroom could ever offer. Which three countries will make up your Open Campus Block Program? The options are endless!

Flexible
Fulfill requirements or electives with courses taught in English in: Business; Communications, New Media, and Journalism; Global and Community Health; International Relations and Political Science; Language, Literature, and Culture; STEM and Society.

Immersive
Local language instruction, co-curricular activities, and multi-day study tours bring academics to life and ensure you gain valuable intercultural competencies. In some locations, internships, service-learning, and directed research may also be available.

See all your options: ciee.org/opencampus